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 COLAB SAN LUIS OBISPO              

WEEK OF JULY 1-7, 2018 

 
 
  

  
PENNSYLVANIA SEPTEMBER 11, 1777 

 

 
 

THIS WEEK 

NO BOARD OF SUPES MEETING                                    
SUMMER RECESS 

OTHER AGENCIES DORMANT  

LAST WEEK 

US SUPREME COURT OUTLAWS FORCED 

PUBLIC SECTOR UNIONIZATION   

NO BOARD OF SUPERVISORS MEETING 

PLANNING COMMISSION LITE 

https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=https://lenoxhistory.org/2014site/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/2008505717-rev-war-soldiers.jpg&imgrefurl=https://lenoxhistory.org/lenoxhistorybigpicture/non-importation-agreement/&docid=bYWRArJ0k4jceM&tbnid=X5-f2cQwUtdXoM:&vet=10ahUKEwjUgL-__PTbAhVCjlQKHfVjAGAQMwiPAigjMCM..i&w=296&h=214&bih=610&biw=1336&q=revolutionary war&ved=0ahUKEwjUgL-__PTbAhVCjlQKHfVjAGAQMwiPAigjMCM&iact=mrc&uact=8
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LAFCO CANCELLED  

REGIONAL WATER BOARD MESSING WITH THE 

WOODLANDS COMMUNITY IN NIPOMO 

COUNTY PENSION BOARD ADOPTS HIGHER 

RATES                                                                                           

SLO COLAB IN DEPTH                                                   
SEE PAGE 7 

 

MEXICO – WHAT WENT WRONG? 
BY VICTOR DAVIS HANSON 

  

JANUS DECISION REVERBERATES IN 

CALIFORNIA  

BY JOEL FOX 

  

 

THIS WEEK’S HIGHLIGHTS 

 

In General – a Very Quiet Week 

This is the quietest week since the week between Christmas and New Year’s.  The fact that 

the 4
th

 of July holiday falls on a Wednesday the middle of the week has many people taking off 

and/or going away. No meetings of many of our county bodies are taking place. It is possible that 

many officials are resting after last minute election pushes. 

The public action is at the national and State levels with important Supreme Court decisions, a 

Supreme Court vacancy, hypocritical tumult over undocumented alien family separations, failure 

of Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) reform bills, passage of a massive State 

Consumer Privacy Bill, 12 State ballot measures qualifying for the November general election, 

and calls to abolish US Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE). 
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No Board of Supervisors Meeting on Tuesday, July 3, 2018 (Not Scheduled) 

The Board will be on a summer recess from June 24-July 6, 2018.  The next scheduled 

meeting is on July 10, 2018. 

LAST WEEK’S HIGHLIGHTS 

US Supreme Court Votes 5/4 in Janus Decision to Outlaw Compulsory Public Employee 

Union Membership.  A key Supreme Court Decision, the Janus Decision, particularly impacts 

California because it outlaws forcing public sector employees to pay union dues. See the 

COLAB In Depth Section on page 12 (Janus Decision Reverberates in California) for State and 

union reaction. It’s possible that the effect of the decision could erode some government union 

fundraising used for political campaign donations and thus could lessen union power in State and 

local politics. The article from the June 28, 2018 California Policy Center briefly summarizes 

some challenges and opportunities: 

A first step, but only the first step, in the fight against public 

employee unions. 

By Matt Patterson 

It’s arguably the greatest blow for liberty since the 1964 Civil Rights Act. 

When the U.S. Supreme Court struck down forced-union fees for government workers yesterday 

in its Janus v. AFSCME decision, labor leaders shivered while liberty lovers loudly cheered (I 

am decidedly among the latter). 

However… 

Conservative outlets are rife with voices predicting the imminent and apocalyptic end of public-

sector unions as a result of the Janus decision. And unions, for their part, are publicly preparing 

for such a scenario. The California Teachers Association (CTA), for example, has cut its budget 

by $20 million in anticipation of losing up to 23,000 members. 

But consider: In order for the Great Extinction of public-sector unions to occur, many millions of 

public servants will now need to, 1) be educated about their newfound rights, 2) be persuaded to 

exercise those rights, and 3) understand how to do so. 

Union leaders and their opponents in the conservative movement have been following Janus and 

similar cases for years. But it is safe to assume that your average county clerk or city sanitation 

worker or cop on the beat is not an avid reader of SCOTUS blog. 
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Most people ignore or miss the details of most court cases, even the big ones, even the ones that 

impact them intimately. 

And no wonder. Most of us, employees of government agencies included, are busy. We have kids 

to raise, jobs to do, obligations to fulfill.  And then, if we’re lucky, we get a little time to do the 

things we enjoy. 

All of us are awash in information that, if we let it, will drown us. So tuning out certain things, 

even important things like Supreme Court decisions, is not only unavoidable, it is downright 

necessary for the sake of time and sanity. 

It is unfortunate that many of these government workers are political conservatives who have 

been coerced into handing over part of their paycheck to unions for years, who then handed that 

money over to Planned Parenthood, Hillary Clinton, etc. ad nauseam. These conservatives have 

been forced to subsidize political speech with which they violently disagree. 

Per SCOTUS, no more. 

Many other government workers may be apolitical, or nonpolitical, but could probably put to 

good use in their own lives the money they have been forced to hand over to a union boss lo 

these many years. 

Per SCOTUS, no more. 

How many of these public workers will opt keep their money for either political or economic 

reasons now that the High Court is allowing them to do so? Unknown, but doubtless 

considerable. 

The Supreme Court has affected a Declaration of Independence for these workers, but a 

declaration itself cannot physically break chains. In 1776 Congress declared independence for 

the thirteen colonies, but it took George Washington’s Continental Army to fulfill that promise 

with blood, sweat and tears. 

So this Independence Day let us be thankful for the Court’s decision, but let us remember that 

Chief Justice Roberts will not be going door to door for us educating and persuading these 

workers on their newfound First Amendment protections. 

That is our job. 

Let us remember that Janus is not the end of public unions.  It is perhaps the beginning of the 

end… if we do our duty. 

Matt Patterson is State Director for the California Policy Center. Originally posted on The 

American Spectator. mpatterson.column@gmail.com 

https://spectator.org/post-janus-an-opportunity-and-a-challenge/
https://spectator.org/post-janus-an-opportunity-and-a-challenge/
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 No Board of Supervisors Meeting on Tuesday, June 26, 2018 (Not Scheduled)  

The Board is on a summer recess from June 24-July 6, 2018.  The next scheduled meeting is 

on July 10, 2018. 

 

Planning Commission meeting of Thursday, June 28, 2018 (Completed) 

There were no items of significant policy impact on this agenda.  Most of the items were 

requests to extend the time allowed for actual construction of previously approved projects. Also 

there were several cell tower applications.  

Policy Note:  We are halfway through the fiscal year, and there has been very little activity at the 

Commission. Other than a request for an extension of a section of the previously approved 

Trilogy master plan, there has been very little housing or commercial permitting. Most of the 

action in Planning and Building has been at the staff level, attempting to sort out the marijuana 

regulations. 

San Luis Obispo Pension Trust Meeting of Monday, June 25, 2018 (Completed)  

Item 8 - January 1, 2018 Actuarial Valuation and Pension Contribution Rates.  The Pension 

Trust Board considered the consulting actuaries’ recommendations for raising the rates to deal 

with the unfunded accumulated actuarial liability (UAAL, in pink below). It also adopted the 

rates for this fiscal year. The chart to the left summarizes the unfunded liability, which is to be 

paid off by about 

2040. This 

assumes that the 

system achieves 

an average rate of 

return (the 

discount rate) of 

7% from 2018 to 

2040. 

Although the Trust 

achieved a 15% 

market return in 

2017, on an 

actuarial basis it 

did not achieve 
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7%. The actuarial rate of return is different form the market rate of return because the actuarial 

rate is the projected amount required to amortize the UAAL over the projected amortization 

period (from now to 2040). 

 

Central Coast Regional Water Quality Control Board meeting of Thursday/Friday, June 28-29, 

2018, Santa Barbara County Administration Building, 105 E. Anapamu St., Santa Barbara (9:00 

AM BOTH DAYS)  (Completed) 

 

Item 6 - More Strict enforcement and Standards for Total Dissolved Solids, etc. at the 

Woodlands in Nipomo.  The Water Board found that the Development is not meeting the 

standards for discharged wastewater used on the golf courses, vineyards, and landscaped border 

areas (about 240,000 gallons per day). The write-up states in part: 

The Discharger has consistently not met the facility’s TDS limit since it began operations and 

has incurred a TDS effluent violation virtually every month they have been in operation. The 

Nipomo Mesa as a whole usually fails to meet the Basin Plan’s groundwater quality objective of 

710 mg/L for TDS. Plans are in place to use the Santa Maria Groundwater Basin 

Characterization and Planning Activities study as the foundation for the development of a salt 

and nutrient management plan for this adjudicated basin. The Discharger is participating in the 

development efforts. 

 

Local Agency Formation Commission (LAFCO) Meeting of Thursday, June 21, 2018 

(Cancelled) 

There were no burning issues. 
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COLAB IN DEPTH 

IN FIGHTING THE TROUBLESOME, LOCAL DAY-TO-DAY ASSAULTS ON OUR 

FREEDOM AND PROPERTY, IT IS ALSO IMPORTANT TO KEEP IN MIND THE LARGER 

UNDERLYING IDEOLOGICAL, POLITICAL, AND ECONOMIC CAUSES AND FORCES  

 

MEXICO – WHAT WENT WRONG? 

 
BY VICTOR DAVIS HANSON 

 
 

  

Mexico gets massive cash influx in remittances, American corporations get 

cheap labor, and Democrats get voters . . . 

Mexico in just a few days could elect one of its more anti-American figures in recent memory, 

Andrés Manuel López Obrador. 

Obrador has often advanced the idea that a strangely aggrieved Mexico has the right to monitor 

the status of its citizens living illegally in the United States. Lately, he trumped that notion of 

entitlement by assuring fellow Mexicans that they have a “human right” to enter the United 

States as they please. For Obrador, this is an innate privilege that he promised “we will defend” 
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— without offering any clarification on the meaning of “defend” other than to render 

meaningless the historic notion of borders and sovereignty.  

Obrador went on to urge his fellow Mexicans to “leave their towns and find a life in the United 

States.” He has naturally developed such a mindset because he assumes as normal what has 

become, by any fair standard, a historically abnormal relationship. 

Obrador is determined to perpetuate, if not enhance, the asymmetry. In the age of Trump, 

Obrador also reasons that the furor and hysteria of the American media toward the president 

represents a majority and a domestic grassroots pushback against the Trump administration — 

apparently because of Trump’s “restrictionist” view of enforcing existing immigration law. Polls, 

however, suggest otherwise, despite their notorious embedded anti-Trump bias. 

Mexico, the Aggressor 

Facts are stubborn and reveal Mexico, not the United States, as a de facto aggressor and 

belligerent on many fronts. Mexico runs a NAFTA-protected $70 billion trade surplus with the 

U.S., larger than that of any other single American trade partner (including Japan and Germany) 

except China. The architects of NAFTA long ago assured Americans that such a trade war would 

not break out, or that we should not worry over trade imbalances, given the desirability of 

outsourcing to take advantage of Mexico’s cheaper labor costs. 

A supposedly affluent Mexico was supposed to achieve near parity with the U.S., as immigration 

and trade soon neutralized. Despite Mexico’s economic growth, no such symmetry has followed 

NAFTA. What did, however, 34 years later, was the establishment of a dysfunctional Mexican 

state, whose drug cartels all but run the country on the basis of their enormous profits from 

unfettered dope-running and human-trafficking into the United States. NAFTA certainly did not 

make Mexico a safer, kinder, and gentler nation. 

In addition, Mexican citizens who enter and reside as illegal immigrants in the U.S. are mostly 

responsible for sending an approximate $30 billion in remittances home to Mexico. That sum has 

now surpassed oil and tourism as the largest source of Mexican foreign exchange. That huge 

cash influx is the concrete reality behind Obrador’s otherwise unhinged rhetoric about exercising 

veto power over U.S. immigration law. 

What is also unsaid is that many of the millions of Mexican expatriates in the United States who 

send remittances home to Mexico are themselves beneficiaries of some sort of U.S. federal, state, 

or local support that allows them to free up cash to send back to Mexico. 

When Obrador urges his fellow citizens to abandon their country and head illegally into the 

United States, his primary concern is not their general welfare and futures. He seems quite 

unconcerned that those who send home remittances live in poverty in the United States and seek 

offsetting subsidies from the U.S. government to find enough disposable income to save the 

Mexican government from its mostly corrupt self. 
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Why the U.S. government does not tax remittances and why it does not prohibit foreign nationals 

on public assistance from sending cash out of the country are some of the stranger phenomena of 

the entire strange illegal-immigration matrix. 

There may now be anywhere from 11 million to 20 million illegal aliens in the U.S. America’s 

open border is the keystone of Mexican foreign and domestic policy. For all practical purposes, 

Mexico City alone modulates the flow of both Mexican and Central American citizens into the 

United States — depending on its current attitude toward the U.S. 

There appears to be little real self-reflection in Mexico about how and why such a naturally rich 

country — blessed with good soil, climate, natural resources, ports, and a strategic geography — 

remains so dismally poor. 

Mexico plays the same role with the Unites States that North African countries play with Europe, 

except in the former’s case, it has a deliberate rather than chaotic emigration policy — and uses 

it as direct leverage over the U.S. Mexico’s sense of immigration entitlement is predicated on the 

assumption that corporate America wants cheap labor, that liberal America wants voters, that 

identity-politics activists need constituents, that a liberal elite expresses its abstract virtue by its 

patronization of the Other — and that until recently most Americans were indifferent. 

Conservatives, who object to waves of illegal aliens swarming the border, earn boilerplate slurs 

that they are cruel, racist, nativist, xenophobic, selfish, and anti-humanitarian. Open-borders 

liberals, who once expressed opposition to illegal immigration, take their cues from the concrete 

recent record showing that almost all impoverished immigrants fuel progressive agendas of big 

government, redistribution, and entitlements that otherwise have run out of gas. 

Exporting human capital — most illegal Mexican immigrants are now from southern Mexican 

and indigenous people — has long acted as a political safety valve for the Mexican government. 

Its grandees are largely the descendants of European aristocrats and have shown little desire to 

enact the constitutional, human-rights, and economic reforms that they assume are the norm in 

the U.S. and that might help Mexican citizens live safely and profitably in their own homeland. 

Certainly, there appears to be little real self-reflection in Mexico about how and why such a 

naturally rich country — blessed with good soil, climate, natural resources, ports, and a strategic 

geography — remains so dismally poor. 

Illegal immigration provides a useful and nearly perpetual demographic for Mexico inside the 

U.S. About 12 percent of the Mexican population now lives inside the United States, the great 

majority illegally. Los Angeles may be the second-largest city of Mexican nationals in the world. 

Of all U.S. immigrants, legal and not, it is estimated that more than 30 percent come from 

Mexico, and another quarter arrived from Central America through Mexico. 

The activist expatriate community also insidiously pressures the U.S. to a more pro-Mexican 

foreign policy. The Democratic party has discovered — especially since 2008, the watershed 

year in which the Obamas and most of the Democratic party institutionalized the idea of illegal 

immigration recalibrating the Electoral College — that open borders provide a steady stream of 

potential first- and secure second-generation voters who in the past have flipped red states blue 
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(such as California, New Mexico, and Nevada). The careers of identity-politics activists often 

hinge on having a permanent pool of poor, unskilled, and minimum-wage-earning constituents 

who need collective representation by self-appointed advocates. Without illegal immigration, 

Chicano or La Raza studies would in a few years resonate about as much as a Polish- or Italian-

studies department. 

Only in the U.S. would an illegal immigrant cross the border on Monday and in theory be 

eligible for affirmative action on Tuesday. Supposedly, a racist and bigoted America owes an 

illegal alien and his children employment or education reparations for their own deprived 

childhoods in Mexico, or as recompense for the racism they will soon inevitably encounter in the 

U.S., a bias that apparently did not bother millions when they chose to leave their own country 

and cross the border illegally. 

The existential worry of both identity-politics activists and the new Democratic Party is an 

immigration that is diverse, legal, meritocratic, and measured. The second-greatest fear is a 

return of the melting pot and the end of the salad bowl, given that assimilation, integration, and 

intermarriage might turn a useful bloc of Hispanics immigrants into something like 20th-century 

Italian immigrants, who eventually assimilated and whose politics were no longer predictable. 

The longer illegal aliens are in the U.S., the more they can afford to become staunch pro-

Mexican adherents — as long as they do not have to return to Mexico. 

Mexican foreign policy has been as brilliant as it has been cynical. Its signature theme has been 

an Art of the Deal politicking to harangue the U.S. about its supposedly illiberal treatment of 

Mexicans, whom Mexico itself has illiberally treated as a way of facilitating even more illegal 

immigration. The more the U.S. is on the apologetic defensive, and the more it has to prove its 

global humanitarian fides — the more it is likely to suspend its own immigration law and allow 

in more Mexican citizens without legal authorization. In one of the strangest paradoxes of the 

present age, Mexico seems to love its people more, the farther they are from Mexico and the 

longer they stay away. And that convenient love is requited: The longer illegal aliens are in the 

U.S., the more they can afford to become staunch pro-Mexican adherents — again, as long as 

they do not have to return to Mexico. 

We are warned by Obrador that a new relationship with the U.S. in on the horizon, and pundits 

warn us that six of ten Mexican now view the U.S. unfavorably. But what exactly would a new 

militant anti-U.S. policy look like, given that the current relationship is already so lopsided in 

favor of Mexico?  

There are several U.S. concessions to Mexico that a nationalist Obrador should logically pursue 

if he were truly an anti-American activist of the Venezuelan, Cuban, or Nicaraguan brand. He 

might demand repatriation of hundreds of thousands of Mexican citizens currently in American 

jails. He could call for the repatriation of the 11 million to 20 million Mexicans living in the U.S. 

Obrador could either leave NAFTA or demand increases in Mexico’s astounding $71 billion 

trade surpluses with the U.S. And, of course, he could put an end to remittances, arguing that the 

$30 billion that Mexican nationals sends home is a burden on Mexico’s exploited expatriate poor 

and should cease. Promises, promises . . . 
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In sum, Obrador is in a surreal position. He is posing as an anti-American, to channel popular 

anger at Trump, while at the same time assuming that an obtuse United States will continue to 

tolerate open borders, billions of dollars in remittances, interference in U.S. politics, huge trade 

deficits — and somewhere between 11 million and 20 million illegal aliens inside the United 

States. 

Restoring Symmetry 

What might the U.S. do to restore symmetry and save Mexico from its own delusions? 

It should control its own border with Mexico as carefully as Mexico polices its own southern 

border. That vigilance can be achieved mostly by stiffening employer sanctions on hiring illegal 

aliens, finishing the wall, and warnings to Mexico that there will be trade and commercial 

consequences for cynically facilitating the transit of millions of illegal aliens from Central 

America. 

It might calibrate trade and commercial interactions to illegal immigration, allowing Mexico to 

determine whether it is worth losing its trade surpluses to maintain its remittances. A tax on 

remittances might be useful in funding the construction of a border wall. 

But most important, the moral calculus of illegal immigration has gone haywire and must be 

rebooted. It is an immoral act, not a moral one, to deliberately break the laws of a host country as 

one’s first act on entering it. 

A million cases a year of tax fraud through the use of fake names and identification is not just an 

artifact of illegal immigration, but a moral crime that callously harms U.S. citizens and their 

institutions. 

It is not kind to bring small children illegally into a foreign country, much less to send them 

ahead, unescorted, as levers for one’s own later entry. 

It is not ethical to cut in front of an immigration line, when millions of others abroad await, 

legally and with patience, their applications for U.S. residence. 

It is not honorable for a foreign leader to claim that his own people are privileged immigrants 

who deserve, on the basis of their race or nationality, favoritism over Asian, African, or 

European would-be immigrants. 

It is not kind to bring small children illegally into a foreign country, much less to send them 

ahead, unescorted, as levers for one’s own later entry. 

It is an act of belligerency for a nation to undermine the laws of its neighbor — and boast that 

more of the same is to come. 

There has been much wild talk of the “servitude” and “serfdom” of impoverished illegal aliens. 

But the real moral travesty is that Mexico’s entire foreign and economic policy is based on 

exporting its poor people abroad to scrimp and save cash to send home to provide the support 

their own government will not. 

The United States has many enemies in the world, but it is hard to find one that deliberately is 

trying to undermine U.S. law by exporting its own citizens to change the demographic and 

politics of its supposed ally. 
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It is almost impossible to find enemies that can so carefully extract billions of dollars in 

remittances and surpluses from the U.S. economy. Most enemies do not send as many human 

traffickers and drugs into the U.S. as does Mexico. And does an Iran or North Korea boast that it 

has the right to violate U.S. law, interfere in the domestic politics of America, and vow that it 

will continue to do so as it pleases? 

Victor Davis Hanson — NRO contributor Victor Davis Hanson is a senior fellow at the Hoover 

Institution and the author, most recently, of The Second World Wars: How the First Global 

Conflict Was Fought and Won. @vdhanson  . Dr. Hanson has appeared at COLAB events in San 

Luis Obispo County. This article first appeared in the National Review of June 26, 2018 and the 

Hoover Institution Daily Update of June 27, 2018. 

 

  
The Halls of Montezuma 1847                                                                                                                

Quiz: Which American Army Officer led Marines in the Assault on the Chapultepec 

Fortress? 

 

 

Janus Decision Reverberates in California 
 By Joel Fox 

Potentially, the United States Supreme Court’s decision in Janus vs AFSCME may reduce the 

powerful political influence public unions have exhibited over California policy and politics for 

some time. “May reduce” being the operative pair of words because that might not come to pass. 

https://www.nationalreview.com/author/victor-davis-hanson/
https://www.twitter.com/vdhanson
https://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/17pdf/16-1466_2b3j.pdf
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwiluvqQqvfbAhWkGDQIHX2KB_oQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://www.lookandlearn.com/blog/32130/the-best-pictures-of-robert-e-lee/&psig=AOvVaw0AigodSovHVJT7ziLLhDC_&ust=1530308647477719
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In a 5-4 decision, the court concluded that public employees were not compelled to pay “agency 

fees” when the union represented them in negotiations. The argument from Mark Janus, an 

Illinois public worker, was that he objected to some of the goals the unions pursued using his 

money. Janus is far from alone and unions are expected to lose dues from non-members, and 

perhaps even lose members and their money to pursue political goals. 

The decision by the court majority was made on First Amendment grounds. The court concluded 

that, “Forcing free and independent individuals to endorse ideas they find objectionable raises 

serious First Amendment concerns.” 

The majority’s position is an echo from America’s founding when Thomas Jefferson wrote in A 

Bill for Establishing Religious Freedom, “to compel a man to furnish contributions of money for 

the propagation of opinions which he disbelieves and abhors is sinful and tyrannical.” Jefferson’s 

sentiment was included in the majority opinion offered by Justice Samuel Alito. 

The response from California political leaders was swift. Democrats, who benefit almost 

exclusively from union largess, were universally critical of the ruling. 

At F&H Daily, we were flooded with releases on the Janus decision, a majority from 

organizations on the left decrying the result. Some examples: 

From SEIU: Today the Supreme Court came down on the wrong side of history. 

From Sally Greenberg, National Consumers League executive director: “Janus v. AFSCME is 

the unfortunate capstone of a decades-long assault on working Americans.”  

From Eddie Kurtz, Executive Director of Courage Campaign: “We are deeply disturbed by this 

abominable Supreme Court decision to favor wealthy corporations and their right-wing allies 

over the well-being of American workers. 

There were also positive responses to the decision: 

Kerry Jackson, Fellow at the Pacific Research Institute’s Center for California Reform: “Today’s 

landmark ruling restores a freedom that should have never been allowed to be taken from 

workers — the freedom to not be forced to fund political activity they don’t agree with.” 

Will Swaim of the California Policy Center: “This is an incredible moment for our country and 

especially our state! California is home to 1-in-4 government workers who, until yesterday, were 

all forced to pay union dues. Those dues added up to a whopping $1 billion annually – money 

government union leaders used to run campaigns against the taxpaying public.” 

The truth is California public employee unions have been preparing for a court decision in which 

workers would not be compelled to help finance the unions. In July 2014, the California 

Teachers Association prepared a brief on how to deal with such a decision titled, Not If But 

When: Living in a World Without Fair Share. 

More recently, with the aid of friends in the legislature, unions have introduced bills to offset the 

Janus decision. Republican Assemblyman Matthew Harper, in a release praising the Janus 

decision, summarized those approaches briefly: 

 Restrict an employee’s request to stop paying union dues. (AB 1937, AB 2049)  
 Make it harder for employers to discourage employees from joining a union. (AB 2017, SB 285)  

https://www.sacbee.com/news/politics-government/capitol-alert/article213923749.html?#emlnl=State_Worker_Capitol_Alert
http://www.eiaonline.com/FairShare.pdf
http://www.eiaonline.com/FairShare.pdf
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 Allow more public employees to join unions. (AB 83, AB 3034, SB 201)  
 Make employers pay legal fees if they lose a labor dispute, but not unions if they lose. (SB 550)  
 Change the venue for labor disputes from the courts to the Public Employee Relations Board (AB 

2886, SB 285)  

Yet, the real key to whether unions will lose strength and influence is whether they can convince 

enough public employees to stick with them in protecting worker rights. In criticizing the Janus 

decision, Yvonne Walker, president of SEIU Local 1000, actually hit on this note: “Today’s 

decision doesn’t define who we are or our future. I choose my union because when working 

people stand together, we thrive.” 

Scott Lay, publisher of The Nooner, had this assessment on how the decision might play out with 

public unions: “Small, tight-knit unions such as firefighter and school locals are less likely to 

lose members because it is personal among peers. Meanwhile, large unions like SEIU Local 

1000 representing the majority of state employees could be hit hard. The closer union leadership 

is to members, the safer they are under Janus. “ 

If the unions concentrate on worker benefits and become less involved in political stands, 

membership losses may not be as great as projected. 

Joel Fox is Editor and Co-Publisher of Fox and Hounds Daily. This article first appeared on 

June 28, 2018.  

  

 

 

  

 

 
 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

PLEASE SEE FOLLOWING PAGES 

http://www.aroundthecapitol.com/nooner/2018-06-27.html
http://www.google.com/imgres?start=144&rlz=1T4ADRA_enUS556US556&tbm=isch&tbnid=bNh77TRjKKwK-M:&imgrefurl=http://newsletters.embassyofheaven.com/news9405/news9405.php&docid=tyoBhh9O1_V_FM&imgurl=http://newsletters.embassyofheaven.com/news9405/horse.gif&w=292&h=280&ei=PtDVUrCQPMOy2wW1j4DgDQ&zoom=1&iact=rc&dur=1036&page=8&ndsp=21&ved=0CJ4BEIQcMDM4ZA
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SUPPORT COLAB!                                                                                                                            

PLEASE COMPLETE THE 

MEMBERSHIP/DONATION FORM                           

ON THE LAST PAGE BELOW 

  

MIKE BROWN ADVOCATES BEFORE THE BOS 

 

  

VICTOR DAVIS HANSON ADDRESSES A COLAB MIXER 

https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=https://i.ytimg.com/vi/T17uSFpWkcw/mqdefault.jpg&imgrefurl=https://calcoastnews.com/2016/07/slo-county-supervisors-put-sales-tax-ballot/&docid=OUqi0WLMze01uM&tbnid=ql40TXlQtctTiM:&vet=1&w=320&h=180&bih=643&biw=1366&ved=0ahUKEwif6I7UuL7VAhVkqFQKHUqaAcc4ZBAzCDsoNTA1&iact=c&ictx=1
https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=https://i.ytimg.com/vi/HfU-cXA7I8E/maxresdefault.jpg&imgrefurl=https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HfU-cXA7I8E&docid=HSEK4W0x1Civ2M&tbnid=NICVGZqZ5lbcVM:&vet=10ahUKEwikrJ-euL7VAhVrjVQKHaCPD_sQMwg5KBMwEw..i&w=1280&h=720&bih=643&biw=1366&q=colab san luis obispo&ved=0ahUKEwikrJ-euL7VAhVrjVQKHaCPD_sQMwg5KBMwEw&iact=mrc&uact=8
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DAN WALTERS EXPLAINS SACTO MACHINATIONS AT A COLAB FORUM 

See the presentation at the link: https://youtu.be/eEdP4cvf-zA    

  

AUTHOR & NATIONALLY SYNDICATED COMMENTATOR BEN SHAPIRO 

APPEARED AT A COLAB ANNUAL DINNER 

https://youtu.be/eEdP4cvf-zA
http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://cloudfront.mediamatters.org/static/images/item/benshapiro-fox2.jpg&imgrefurl=http://mediamatters.org/blog/2013/06/27/breitbartcoms-shapiro-imagines-churches-will-no/194656&h=596&w=924&tbnid=EJgjcBHeHP0_yM:&zoom=1&docid=jg6l7tHrajWRPM&ei=i2WHVJLMFdHtoASbxYDIBw&tbm=isch&ved=0CFIQMygVMBU&iact=rc&uact=3&dur=498&page=2&start=10&ndsp=21
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